Abstract. We present a unified fermionic approach to compute the tau-functions and the n-point functions of integrable hierarchies related to some infinite-dimensional Lie algebras and their representations.
Introduction
In this paper we present a unified approach to compute the taufunctions and the n-point functions of integrable hierarchies related to some infinite-dimensional Lie algebras and their representations. Our motivation is to generalize the method to obtain explicit fermionic expressions for Witten-Kontsevich tau-function [21] and for the taufunction [2] for intersection numbers on moduli spaces Witten's r-spin curves.
Our basic strategy is to use reductions of the KP hierarchy and base on an earlier work [22] on the KP hierarchy, and a generalization of the method of Kac-Schwarz [15] . In [19] , Sato introduced an infinitedimensional Grassmannian (GM) as the moduli space of solutions of the KP hierarchy. The Sato Grassmannian was identified with the orbit space of the vacuum vector in a fermionic Fock space under an action of the Kac-Moody group GL(∞). By restricting to suitable subgroups of this group, one obtains reductions of the KP hierarchy. For example, the famous KdV hierarchy can be recovered in this way. He conjectured that "any soliton equations, or completely integrable systems, is obtained in this way." He then proposed that "Classification of soliton equations would then be reduced to classification of submanifolds of our GM which are stable by the subgroup of GL(∞)". Denote by A ∞ the Lie algebra of GL(∞). This proposal was carried out by the Kyoto school [5, 13] , where the cases of B ∞ , C ∞ , D ∞ and the Kac-Moody algebras A (1) n , A (2) n , C (1) n , D (1) n , D (2) n were shown to be Lie subalgebras of A ∞ . We will recall them in §3. These are the cases where our method readily applies. These subalgebras of A ∞ are the fixed point sets of some automorphisms of A ∞ . We will present some more constructions in §4 based on affinization of embeddings of finite-dimensional Lie algebras. The following are the salient features of the approach to integrable hierarchies of Japanese school: tau-function, vertex operator construction of representations of infinite-dimensional Lie algebras, and boson-fermion correspondence.
When restricted to these Kac-Moody algebras obtained by the Japanese school, the Fock space representation induces representations of these Kac-Moody algebras [14] , and often these are the basic representations. Generalizing to exceptional Lie algebras, Kac and Wakimoto [16] constructed the hierarchies associated to arbitrary loop groups in a uniform way. Their construction associates an integrable hierarchy to an affine Kac-Moody algebra g, together with a vertex operator construction R of an integrable highest weight representation V of g. Therefore, their construction further clarifies the role of explicit realizations of representations in the theory of soliton systems. Drinfeld and Sokolov [7] gave a different construction based on the Zakharov-Shabat zero-curvature equation (see also [6] for generalizations). This construction is more geometrical in the sense that the hierarchies are related to bihamiltonian structures. More recently there have appeared some constructions of integrable hierarchies based on the theory of Frobenius manifolds by the work of Dubrovin-Zhang [8] and Givental-Milanov [12] . They are inspired by Witten Conjecture/Kontsevich Theorem. They have applications in FJRW theory [9, 18] . Many of these integrable hierarchies have been shown to be equivalent to each other, and in particular to those obtained by reductions of the KP hierarchy, hence our results can be applied to them.
We arrange the rest of the paper as follows. In Section 2 we recall the general method for KP hierarchy developed in [22] . In Section 3 we recall the construction of the Japanese school of subalgebras of A ∞ . In Section 4 we use affinization of embedding of Lie algebras to obtain more example. In the final Section 5 are some concluding remarks.
2.1. Sato's Grassmannian and semi-infinite wedge product. Let H be the space consisting of the formal Laurent series n∈Z a n z n−1/2 , such that a n = 0 for n ≫ 0, and let H + = { n≥1 a n z n−1/2 ∈ H}, H − = { n≤0 a n z n−1/2 ∈ H}. Then one has a decomposition:
Denote by π ± : H → H ± the natural projections onto these subspaces. The big cell of Sato Grassmannian Gr (0) consists of linear subspaces
One can see that every U ∈ Gr (0) has a basis of the form
called a normalized basis. The coefficients {a n,m } are called the affine coordinates on the big cell [1] . Given such a basis, one has 
2.2.
Creators and annihilators on fermionic Fock space F . For a sequence a = (a 1 , a 2 , . . . ) of half-integers such that a 1 < a 2 < · · · . We say a is admissible if both of the sets (
) are finite. For an admissible sequence a, let
The fermionic Fock space F = Λ ∞ 2 (H) is the space of expressions of form:
where the sum is taken over admissible sequences.
As in the case of ordinary Grassmann algebra, one can consider exterior products and inner products. For r ∈ Z + 1 2 , define operator (6) ψ r |a = z r ∧ |a ,
The anti-commutation relations for these operators are
s ψ r = δ −r,s id and other anti-commutation relations are zero.
The fermionic vacuum vector is
It is clear that for r > 0,
The operators {ψ r , ψ * r } r>0 are called the fermionic annihilators, and the operators {ψ r , ψ * r } r<0 are called the fermionic creators. 2.3. Tau-function of KP hierarchy. The result in §2.1 can be reformulated as follows:
then one has
where A : F → F is a linear operator
For a linear operator L : F → F , one can define its vacuum expectation value:
One also defines (14)
Consider the fermionic fields
It is easy to see that (17) ψ
In particular, ψ(ξ)ψ * (η) U contains the same information as the operator A. Also define a bosonic field α(ξ) by (20) :
The operators {α n } n∈Z satisfy the Heisenberg commutation relations:
The operator α 0 is called the charge operator. Let
Then one has a charge decomposition:
The Sato tau-function associated to U is defined by:
It is a tau-function of the KP hierarchy. Also define the free energy F U by:
whereÂ(ξ i , ξ j ) are defined by:
Here the following convention is used: σ(n + 1) = σ(1).
DJKM Construction of Lie Subalgebra of the Lie
Algebra A ∞
Starting from this section we will list some examples for which the method of last section can be applied.
In this section we recall the construction of some Lie subalgebras of A ∞ by the Japanese school [5] and [13] based on automorphisms of A ∞ and their fixed point sets. We will follow closely the notations in these two references. Their notations are different from our notations used in last section. The translation from their notations to ours is given as follows:
Denote by A the Clifford algebra generated by {ψ i , ψ * i } i∈Z .
3.1. The Lie algebra A ∞ . The Lie algebra A ∞ or gl(∞) is defined by
, giving rise to an irreducible representation of A ∞ . A Chevalley basis is given by
gives the highest weight vector of F (l) :
boson-fermion correspondence 3.2. The Lie algebra B ∞ and C ∞ . Consider the automorphisms σ l of A ∞ induced by
The subalgebras B ∞ and C ∞ in A ∞ are defined as the fixed point set of σ 0 and σ 1 respectively:
When restricted to B∞, each F (l) is an irreducible highest weight B ∞ -module with highest weight vectors |l , whose weight is given:
On the other hand, as a C ∞ -module F (l) is no longer irreducible. Nevertheless, |l generates a highest weight module V l with weight (37) wt(|l ) = Λ l , l ≥ 0, Λ −l , l < 0, and F (l) splits as follows:
3.3.
The Lie algebra B ′ ∞ . In last subsection, we have seen that the restriction of F (0) to B ∞ has highest weight 2Λ 0 . There is another realization of B ∞ that leads to a highest weight representation with highest weight Λ 0 .
Define two sets of neutral fermions as follows:
They satisfies the following anti-commutation relations: 
and for the latter we can apply the method of §2.
The Lie algebra
As a D∞-module, F splits into two irreducible highest weight modules generated by |0 and |1 , respectively, and their highest weights are Λ 0 and Λ 1 , respectively. 3.5. The Lie algebra D ∞ . The two-component charged free fermions are defined by:
Denote by σ the automorphism of the Clifford algebra of the twocomponent charged free fermions given by
The fermionic Fock space splits into highest weight representations with highest weights Λ 0 + Λ 1 , 2Λ 0 , 2Λ 1 , Λ j (j ≥ 2).
3.6. Reduction to Kac-Moody algebras. We call X = i,j∈Z a ij : ψ i ψ * j : +c ∈ A ∞ l-reduced if and only if the following conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied:
if and only if the following conditions (i)
′ and (ii) ′ are satisfied.
and A (2) 2l−1 are obtained as follows:
According to [5] , the reduction can be used to obtain the principal realization of the basic representations of these Lie algebras given in [14] .
3.7.
Other cases of affine Kac-Moody algebras. We conjecture the principal realization of basic representation for the basic representations of other Lie algebras given in [14] can be obtained by a reduction of A ∞ , in particular, E
n (n = 6, 7, 8). If this is true, then from the constructed embedding X
⊂ A ∞ for all affine Kac-Moody algebras by the following well-known constructions using automorphisms of the extended Dynkin diagrams of X (1) n . Suppose that the extended Dynkin diagram of g admits an automorphism σ of order k > 1 that preserves the vertex α 0 . Then σ induces an automorphism of g of order k. Let
j=0 g j , where σ has eigenvalue e 2πij/k on g j . Then g 0 is also a simple Lie algebra. The following are all the possible cases:
(1) be the affine Kac-Moody algebra associated to g. Consider the automorphismσ of g (1) induced by σ defined by
Then the fixed point set ofσ is the nontwisted affine Kac-Moody algebra (g 0 ) (1) associated to g 0 . One can define another automorphismσ on g
(
Then the fixed point set ofσ is the twisted affine Kac-Moody algebra g (k) . Since g (1) is embedded in A ∞ , so are (g 0 ) (1) and g (k) as they are subsets of g (1) .
Matrix Construction of Lie Subalgebra of the Lie Algebra A ∞
In this section we explain that affinization of embedding into gl n can be used construct many subalgebras of A ∞ . Depending on the embedding index, the representation induced from F may have level > 1.
Matrix realizations and reductions.
We first realize the Lie algebra A ∞ in terms of infinite matrices.
Denote by E ij the matrix with 1 as the (i, j) entry and all other entries 0. Because one clearly has:
therefore one gets:
The Lie algebra A ∞ as a vector space is
but with the following commutation relations:
where α is a cocycle defined by:
There is a natural representation of A ∞ on F defined as follows:
r(E ij ) =: ψ i ψ * j :, r(c) = 1. (55) 4.2. An embedding of gl ′ n in A ∞ . Let gl n [t, t −1 ] be the set of Laurent polynomials with coefficients in gl n . An element of gl n [t, t −1 ] has the form
where a k = 0 for k ≫ 0 or k ≪ 0. Denote by e i,j the n × n matrix which has 1 as the (i, j) entry and 0 elsewhere. It is clear that the matrices
form a basis of gl n . The Lie algebra gl n acts on the vector space C n which has a standard basis u 1 , . . . , u n . This induces an action of gl n [t,
Therefore, the action of e ij (k) on C[t, t −1 ] n after the identification with C ∞ can be represent by a matrix inĀ ∞ :
For a(t) ∈ gl n [t, t −1 ], denote the corresponding matrix inĀ ∞ by R(a(t)). It has the following block form: α(R(e ij (k)), R(e pq ) = δ iq δ jp δ l+k,0 .
It follows that for general elements a(t), b(t) ∈ gl n [t,
The Lie algebra gl ′ n is the vector space (64) gl
with the following commutation relations:
One can extend R to an injective homomorphismR : gl ′ n → A ∞ as follows:
(66)R(a(t) + λc) = R(a(t)) + λc. One can also consider the twisted construction when there is a nontrivial automorphism of the extended Dynkin diagram preserving the vertex α 0 . This yields an embedding ofĝ (k) in gl ′ n .
Concluding Remarks
We have shown that there are many examples of Lie subalgebras of A ∞ that lead to integrable hierarchies that one can apply our general results for KP hierarchy. Most interesting cases are those arising from FJRW theory [9, 18] , whose partition functions are tau-functions of the Drinfeld-Sokolov hierarchy of type A-G and satisfy the puncture equation (see e.g. [17, 4] ):
i,j∈E 0 + ;i+j=h ijt i t j τ (t) = 0, where h = k i=0 k i is the Coxeter number for the untwisted affine Kac-Moody algebraĝ. We have seen that for most of them their taufunctions and n-point functions can be found in a uniform way in a fermionic picture by treating them as reductions of the KP hierarchy and apply the general method developed in [22] . We conjecture this method actually applies to all of them. The missing cases are E at present.
